Background {#Sec1}
==========

Patient specific quality assurance (QA) in intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is important to verify the accuracy of dose calculation and delivery. IMRT QA is commonly accomplished by comparing a calculated dose distribution with an actually measured dose distribution \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

Many reports have been published with regard to quantifiable indices for IMRT QA evaluation and the assessment of their performances in various situations \[[@CR2]--[@CR10]\]. Presently, a well-accepted approach is to count how many measurement points are within a preset criterion \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR11]\]. Most criteria are made based on either dose difference (DD) or distance-to-agreement (DTA), or both. The gamma index is similar in principle, but it does utilize a criterion that combines both dose difference and DTA into a single parameter \[[@CR12]\]. There are clear advantages in the gamma method. Obviously, dealing with one quantity (i.e., gamma-index) is more straightforward than doing with two quantities. In addition, evaluating whether an IMRT QA satisfies or not based on the number of passing points under the given criteria is simple and convenient in certain aspect thus, the gamma index method has been preferably adopted in many clinic sites.

In the pass rate-based approach, however, it is difficult to estimate the absolute matching quality of each plan between measurement and calculation because its pass rate can vary significantly depending on how the acceptance criterion is chosen \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. Such issue can be problematic when a reader/reviewer is trying to understand the matching quality of plans reported in publications and/or submitted for review in multi-institutional clinical trials. To be specific, for instance, in case institution A requires over 90% pass rate under a DD/DTA criterion of 2%/2 mm and institution B does over 95% pass rate under a DD/DTA criterion of 3%/3 mm, it is not easy to judge which institution does keep higher QA result overall. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have an additional system that simply supplements the current method by providing the matching quality of IMRT plans independent of the preset criteria.

Recently, index of achievement (IOA) system, a plan quality evaluation approach under the dose-painting paradigm, has been introduced that takes point-by-point relative dose differences into account to provide simple indices \[[@CR16]\]. The concept of IOA is basically based on the first principle of direct dose difference thus, simple but effective in the dose-painting strategy for which typical homogeneity index, a popular strategy in conventional therapy, does not work at all.

While IOA method was developed for plan evaluation in planning stage, we believe, it can be utilized for QA stage as well. Only difference is that comparison is made between measured dose and planned dose in QA stage instead of between planned dose and prescribed dose. Therefore, in this study, we tried to apply IOA method to QA evaluation in IMRT QA and investigated its feasibility for compensating the limitations of the current method. There are two more indices in the IOA approach, index of hotness (IOH) and index of coldness (IOC), and they are also included to measure the overall levels of overdose and underdose. For both hypothetical dose profiles and actual IMRT planning dose distributions, the characteristics of obtained indexing values were analyzed and compared with that of gamma evaluation.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Formula {#Sec3}
-------
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                \begin{document}$$ {b}_{i,C}=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}1,& {D}_{eva,i}<{D}_{ref,i}\\ {}0,& \mathrm{otherwise}\end{array}\right. $$\end{document}$$and, *D*~*ref*,\ *TH*~ is the threshold dose which is '*TH*'% dose of the maximum reference dose and *N*~*TH*~ is the number of voxels having dose not smaller than *D*~*ref*,\ *TH*~. Note that each index is expressed with a subscript, '*TH*' added to indicate voxels having lower than '*TH*'% of maximum dose in the reference plan are excluded in index calculation. As defined, in addition, IOH is obtained in the region where evaluation doses are higher than reference doses and IOC is opposite.

It is clear that each index is a single value and becomes '1' in an ideal case, that is, when the evaluation dose distribution perfectly matches with the reference. Note that for non-ideal cases, the value of IOC is always smaller than '1' while those of IOA and IOH are larger than '1'.

The index system performs a point-by-point calculation on the identical grid point (i.e., indicated as *i*th voxel) of both the reference and evaluation distribution. Intuitively, the total number of voxels to be evaluated (i.e., the whole domain of *i*th voxel) better be determined by whichever distribution between the reference and evaluation has smaller number of available points. However, when the locations of available points do not exactly match between the reference and evaluation distributions, interpolations can be made to generate values on certain grid points and index calculations can be performed based on such grid points, which is what used in this study.

Systematic study with 1-D hypothetical dose distribution {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------

A systematic analysis was performed on three one-dimensional (1-D) normalized dose distributions using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a, b and c). As can be seen, (a) and (b) have the same size of flat region but different penumbra while (a) and (c) have the same penumbra but different size of flat region. For convenience we will call dose distributions (a), (b) and (c) as Model A, Model B and Model C, respectively. For the systematic analysis, simulated evaluation distributions were generated from the reference distributions by modifying them in both magnitude and location. For magnitude change, 0 to 3% of maximum reference dose at 1% interval were added. On the other hand, for location change, lateral displacements by 0 to 3 mm at 1 mm interval were made. The resolution used for Model A, B, and C was 1 mm. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (d) illustrates a simulated evaluated dose distribution (dotted plot) together with the reference of Model B (solid plot) that contains uncertainties of + 3% of maximum reference dose in magnitude and + 3 mm in location. For each simulated case, IOA was calculated and compared with gamma evaluation results under 1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm DD/DTA acceptance criteria for both global and local normalization.Fig. 1Hypothetical 1-dimensional dose model profiles used for systematic analysis: (**a**) model A, (**b**) model B, (**c**) model C, and (**d**) model B as a reference (solid plot) and a simulated dose profile with 3%/3 mm displacement from the reference (dotted plot)

2-D systematic study using clinical cases {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------

In order to investigate the feasibility of the proposed indices, a total of 13 (8 head & neck and 5 prostate) clinical volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) QA cases were considered with IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval (Catholic Medical Center Protocol ID \#KC16RISI0537). Dose calculations were performed with the Eclipse portal dose image prediction (PDIP, Varian Medical System, Palo Alto, CA). Calculated dose distributions were in 40 × 30 cm^2^ size consisting of 512 × 384 pixels with 0.734 mm pixel pitch.

Similar to the 1-D study, using MATLAB, calculated dose distributions were modified by intentionally adding errors (ranging from − 3 to + 3% of maximum reference dose with 1% interval in magnitude and − 3 mm to + 3 mm with 1 mm interval in either lateral- or longitudinal-direction) to generate a total of 96 erroneous dose distributions per each case (i.e., a total of 1248 simulations). For each simulation, dose distributions were interpolated to 1 mm grid size to easily apply intentional spatial errors in the interval of 1 mm. In condition of both global and local normalizations, all of 3 indices (i.e., IOA, IOH and IOC) were obtained and compared with gamma evaluation results. Regarding gamma evaluation, 4 different DD/DTA criteria (1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm) were considered (i.e., a total of 4992 gamma evaluations). As commonly adopted, a threshold of 10% of the maximum dose was applied in this study.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of normalized dose difference for one of the head and neck cases when intentional spatial displacements are applied, from 1 to 3 mm along (a - c) horizontal or (d -- f) longitudinal direction, respectively. All values were normalized to the maximum dose difference among the same group \[i.e., (a -- c) horizontal group or (d -- f) longitudinal group\].Fig. 2Examples of normalized dose difference for one of the head and neck cases when intentional spatial displacements are applied, from 1 to 3 mm along (**a** - **c**) horizontal or (**d** -- **f**) longitudinal direction, respectively. All values were normalized to the maximum dose difference among the same group \[i.e., (**a** -- **c**) horizontal group or (**d** -- **f**) longitudinal group\]

Application for comparing calculated with measured data for clinical cases {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The proposed method was applied to a total of 60 cases (30 from head & neck and another 30 from prostate patients) under IRB approval (Seoul National Bundang Hospital Protocol ID \#B-1711-432-108). The calculated and measured data were based on VMAT QA cases using the PDIP and electronic portal imaging device (EPID) dosimetry. Acquisition conditions for calculated and measured data are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. For each case, the calculated and measured dose distributions were interpolated to 1 mm grid size for consistent evaluation regardless of acquisition conditions. IOA values in both global and local normalizations were obtained and compared with gamma evaluation results. Regarding gamma evaluation, 4 different DD/DTA criteria (1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm) were considered. Also, a threshold of 10% of the maximum dose was applied in this study.Table 1Acquisition conditions for calculated and measured dose distributionActive area (cm × cm)40 × 4040 × 30Calculated matrix / Pixel pitch (mm)1024 × 1024 / 0.393512 × 384 / 0.786Measured matrix / Pixel pitch (mm)1190 × 1190 / 0.3361024 × 768 / 0.392EPID modela-Si 1200a-Si 1000Head and Neck (cases)219Prostate (cases)1317

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Systematic study with 1-D hypothetical dose distribution {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the result of 1-D systematic study (i.e., IOA values and gamma pass rate under 1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm acceptance criteria for global normalization). Just for convenience, each case was ranked based on IOA (i.e., in the order of achievement) within the group it belongs to (i.e., starting with '1' for the best case). In the results of IOA, the values varied through most cases and showed a trend of gradual increase with the amount of error, demonstrating strong distinguishability of QA results. Contrary to the IOA analysis, every simulated gamma analysis cases up to 2%/2 mm intended error showed 100% pass rate under 3%/3 mm criterion for all of 3 dose distributions. Simulations of 3%/0 mm and 0%/3 mm also showed 100% gamma pass rate.Table 2The 1-D systematic study results of the gamma method and the IOA for the global normalizationIntentional Dose\
Error =\>0%+ 1%+ 2%+ 3%Intentional Spatial ErrorModel =\>ABCABCABCABC0 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.056.932.190.81%/1 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0030.50030.50IOAValue1.0001.0001.0001.0101.0101.0101.0201.0201.0201.0301.0301.030Rank1112225359671 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.599.299.2rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.071.699.254.228.932.145.81%/1 mm100.0100.0100.071.684.754.228.416.045.828.016.045.0IOAValue1.0131.0281.0161.0161.0291.0191.0241.0341.0261.0331.0411.034Rank343454676118102 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.071.198.554.2rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.071.684.755.071.184.054.229.417.646.61%/1 mm43.169.59.243.168.79.228.91.545.828.41.545.0IOAValue1.0251.0551.0321.0271.0561.0331.0321.0581.0381.0391.0621.044Rank79881091011111412123 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.071.699.255.73%/3 mm100.0100.0100.072.084.755.771.684.755.770.683.254.2rate (%)2%/2 mm44.169.510.743.168.79.970.667.753.429.93.846.61%/1 mm42.267.99.242.267.28.41.41.51.51.41.51.5IOAValue1.0371.0811.0471.0391.0821.0481.0421.0841.0511.0481.0861.056Rank121313131414151515161616

In the local normalization, as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, most cases showed 100% pass rate under such condition except for cases having 2% or more dose error from model A and C. Obviously, therefore, gamma method is not able to distinguish each simulated case from another in terms of its quality in such situations. For other cases, pass rate varied from \~ 99 to 0%, showing certain level of discernment ability when the amount of error is relatively large.Table 3The 1-D systematic study results of the gamma method and the IOA for the local normalizationIntentional Dose\
Error =\>0%+ 1%+ 2%+ 3%Intentional Spatial ErrorModel =\>ABCABCABCABC0 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.399.0100.098.33%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.399.0100.098.3rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.359.335.398.31%/1 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0033.60033.60IOAValue1.0001.0001.0001.0771.0341.0991.1541.0681.1991.2311.1011.298Rank1112225358481 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.399.0100.098.33%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.399.0100.098.3rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.069.8100.049.630.235.349.61%/1 mm100.0100.0100.070.484.050.429.617.649.629.617.649.6IOAValue1.1281.1641.1651.1491.1671.1931.2001.1771.2581.2641.1921.341Rank353464676108102 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.099.0100.098.399.0100.098.33%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.072.9100.054.669.8100.050.4rate (%)2%/2 mm100.0100.0100.070.484.051.369.884.050.430.719.350.41%/1 mm40.267.20.840.267.20.830.21.749.630.21.749.6IOAValue1.2251.2861.2901.2501.2941.3231.2941.3051.3791.3491.3201.451Rank79791091111111412143 mmGamma pass4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.077.4100.062.269.8100.051.33%/3 mm100.0100.0100.070.984.052.169.884.051.369.884.051.3rate (%)2%/2 mm40.767.21.740.267.21.769.867.250.431.23.450.41%/1 mm39.766.41.739.766.40.81.01.70.81.01.70.8IOAValue1.3181.4041.4111.3471.4151.4481.3891.4281.5031.4411.4431.570Rank121312131413151515161616

When the same amount of spatial displacements is applied, more errors are expected with model B compared to model A due to the steeper dose gradients at penumbra regions. While the gamma method does not show such difference the IOA values demonstrate it clearly (e.g., 1.037 for model A vs. 1.081 for model B with intended 0% & 3 mm error in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and 1.318 vs. 1.404 in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Although model C has the same dose gradients as model A in penumbra regions, there is no flat region in model C unlike model A. Thus, model C is expected to have slightly larger errors with spatial displacements compared to model A. Such expectation can be observed in the IOA values but not in the gamma method (e.g., 1.037 for model A vs. 1.047 for model C with intended 0% & 3 mm error in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and 1.318 vs. 1.411 in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Because of such ability of QA result differentiation, the IOA method made it possible to place all the cases in order of overall uncertainty in each model (see the ranks from 1 to 16 indicated in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Also note that these ranks are totally independent of the gamma acceptance criterion.

2-D systematic study using clinical cases {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------

Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} show the calculation results of the proposed indices (i.e., IOA, IOH and IOC values) and gamma evaluation (i.e., pass rate) under 1%/1 mm. 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm criteria for one of head & neck cases, which used global and local normalization, respectively. In each example, dose errors ranged from − 3 to + 3% (of the maximum in the reference) and spatial displacements did from − 3 mm to + 3 mm in the lateral direction, resulting in a total of 48 erroneous situations. As can be seen, the values of IOA, IOH and IOC showed noticeable and reasonable variations from case to case, implying that the proposed index system was capable of differentiating QA results. It is worth to note that the IOA values are symmetric between the same magnitude of positive and negative dose errors (e.g., + 3% vs. -3% intended error). This can be easily expected from the definition of IOA. However, both the IOH and IOC values varied asymmetrically and provided additional information to decide whether the measured dose was hot or cold. In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the smallest IOC was 0.936 (with − 3%/− 3 mm intended error) and the largest IOH was 1.054 (with + 3%/+ 3 mm intended error). The IOA values at those two largest intended error situations were 1.06 and 1.059, respectively. The gamma pass rate became significantly low with large errors (i.e., when at least 3% dose error or 3 mm displacement error was involved) and reached the minimum of 66.4% under 3%/3 mm criteria in the case of − 3%/+ 3 mm intended error. However, it stayed 100% in 28 out of 48 situations, indicating that its capability of differentiating QA results significantly depended on acceptance criteria in many situations.Table 4Example of the global calculation results of the gamma evaluation and the index system for one of the head and neck cases applied spatial displacement along lateral directionIntentional Dose Error−3%−2%−1%0+ 1%+ 2%+ 3%Intentional Spatial Error-3 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm92.7100.0100.0100.0100.0100.092.63%/3 mm69.981.588.6100.089.282.669.52%/2 mm45.755.463.566.162.753.043.51%/1 mm13.317.422.223.320.215.912.1IOA1.0601.0561.0521.0511.0521.0551.059IOH1.0221.0251.0291.0341.0391.0451.052IOC0.9360.9420.9480.9530.9580.9620.966-2 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm79.4100.0100.0100.0100.0100.076.92%/2 mm47.665.479.4100.078.862.646.91%/1 mm11.817.529.035.127.117.011.4IOA1.0491.0431.0391.0381.0391.0421.048IOH1.0141.0171.0201.0241.0301.0361.044IOC0.9480.9550.9610.9660.9710.9750.978-1 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm94.6100.0100.0100.0100.0100.092.92%/2 mm47.681.4100.0100.0100.079.147.01%/1 mm8.216.140.7100.037.216.07.4IOA1.0361.0291.0231.0201.0221.0281.036IOH1.0051.0071.0091.0131.0191.0261.035IOC0.9620.9700.9760.9820.9860.9890.9920Gamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.02%/2 mm55.3100.0100.0100.0100.0100.055.81%/1 mm00.1100.0100.0100.00.10IOA1.0301.0201.0101.0001.0101.0201.030IOH1.0001.0001.0001.0001.0101.0201.030IOC0.9700.9800.9901.0001.0001.0001.000+ 1 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm92.8100.0100.0100.0100.0100.095.02%/2 mm45.778.4100.0100.0100.082.248.51%/1 mm7.115.436.5100.041.316.68.4IOA1.0361.0291.0231.0201.0231.0281.036IOH1.0051.0071.0101.0141.0191.0271.035IOC0.9620.9710.9780.9840.9890.9920.995+ 2 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.03%/3 mm75.6100.0100.0100.0100.0100.081.62%/2 mm44.360.778.5100.079.967.049.91%/1 mm10.616.326.335.129.818.212.5IOA1.0491.0431.0391.0381.0391.0421.048IOH1.0151.0181.0221.0261.0311.0371.045IOC0.9500.9580.9640.9700.9760.9800.984+ 3 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm91.5100.0100.0100.0100.0100.094.33%/3 mm66.480.188.1100.089.984.474.12%/2 mm41.451.161.766.064.657.647.91%/1 mm11.114.919.523.323.018.214.1IOA1.0601.0561.0531.0511.0521.0551.059IOH1.0241.0281.0321.0361.0411.0471.054IOC0.9400.9470.9540.9600.9660.9700.975Table 5Example of the local calculation results of the gamma evaluation and the index system for one of the head and neck cases applied spatial displacement along lateral directionIntentional Dose Error-3%-2%-1%0+ 1%+ 2%+ 3%Intentional Spatial Error-3 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm71.183.695.2100.094.281.368.63%/3 mm52.863.773.0100.072.762.652.02%/2 mm30.837.545.145.942.135.128.81%/1 mm6.06.99.08.08.05.74.8IOA1.2101.1891.1761.1711.1771.1911.212IOH1.0831.0951.1091.1271.1481.1731.202IOC0.8070.8360.8630.8850.9040.9200.933-2 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm79.590.998.2100.098.089.176.53%/3 mm56.272.990.8100.089.470.354.52%/2 mm30.841.956.6100.054.341.330.31%/1 mm4.96.811.112.310.06.54.8IOA1.1751.1481.1301.1241.1311.1491.176IOH1.0521.0621.0751.0911.1121.1391.170IOC0.8330.8650.8930.9160.9330.9460.957-1 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm82.793.299.1100.099.091.980.23%/3 mm63.481.495.6100.095.179.861.72%/2 mm26.644.674.1100.072.244.026.61%/1 mm3.66.514.6100.013.76.53.3IOA1.1401.1061.0781.0671.0781.1061.141IOH1.0181.0241.0331.0481.0711.1041.140IOC0.8610.8970.9290.9540.9690.9780.9850Gamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm83.193.499.3100.099.393.181.83%/3 mm64.582.796.3100.096.282.564.52%/2 mm28.050.579.9100.080.251.429.01%/1 mm000.1100.00.100IOA1.1241.0831.0411.0001.0411.0831.124IOH1.0001.0001.0001.0001.0411.0831.124IOC0.8760.9170.9591.0001.0001.0001.000+ 1 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm81.792.499.1100.099.193.181.83%/3 mm61.780.195.1100.095.581.563.42%/2 mm24.942.872.1100.074.045.528.11%/1 mm3.16.113.3100.014.96.83.9IOA1.1401.1061.0781.0671.0791.1071.141IOH1.0181.0251.0341.0491.0721.1051.141IOC0.8610.8970.9300.9540.9690.9780.985+ 2 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm77.789.798.2100.098.391.179.73%/3 mm53.669.889.7100.090.974.557.92%/2 mm27.839.153.5100.057.743.832.91%/1 mm4.46.29.612.311.57.35.3IOA1.1741.1491.1311.1251.1321.1511.178IOH1.0541.0641.0771.0931.1151.1411.172IOC0.8340.8660.8940.9170.9340.9470.957+ 3 mmGamma pass rate (%)4%/4 mm67.881.094.6100.095.784.673.53%/3 mm50.160.171.6100.075.067.355.82%/2 mm27.534.141.646.545.738.832.11%/1 mm4.45.37.78.09.47.36.4IOA1.2111.1911.1781.1741.1791.1941.216IOH1.0871.0991.1141.1311.1521.1771.205IOC0.8080.8370.8640.8860.9050.9210.934

Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} show the scatter plots of the IOA values vs. the gamma pass rates in 4 different DD/DTA acceptance criteria (i.e., 1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm), which used global and local normalization, respectively. Top 2 plots \[i.e., (a) and (b)\] are for 8 head & neck cases and bottom 2 plots \[i.e., (c) and (d)\] for 5 prostate cases. Left side \[i.e., (a) and (c)\] is for lateral displacements and right side \[i.e., (b) and (d)\] for longitudinal displacements. Solid lines indicate the trend between the IOA values and the gamma pass rates. In every case, the gamma pass rates tended to decrease as the IOA values did increase. Although such correlation seemed stronger under tighter gamma evaluation criteria in general, the highest correlation was obtained under the DD/DTA criterion of 2%/2 mm based on the regression analysis (R-square, *p* \< 0.01).Fig. 3Scatter plots of relationship between the IOA and the gamma pass rate (%) for the global normalization with regard to direction of displacement: for 8 head and neck cases along (**a**) the lateral and (**b**) the longitudinal directions, and 5 prostate cases along (**c**) the lateral and (**d**) the longitudinal directionsFig. 4Scatter plots of relationship between the IOA and the gamma pass rate (%) for the local normalization with regard to direction of displacement: for 8 head and neck cases along (**a**) the lateral and (**b**) the longitudinal directions, and 5 prostate cases along (**c**) the lateral and (**d**) the longitudinal directions

Application to compare calculated with measured data for clinical cases {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the scatter plots of the IOA values vs. the gamma pass rates in 4 different DD/DTA acceptance criteria (i.e., 1%/1 mm, 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm), which used global and local normalization, respectively (p \< 0.01). Top 2 plots \[i.e., (a) and (b)\] are for 30 cases of head & neck and bottom 2 plots \[i.e., (c) and (d)\] for prostate cases, respectively. Left side \[i.e., (a) and (c)\] is for global normalization and right side \[i.e., (b) and (d)\] for local normalization. Solid lines indicate the trend between the IOA values and the gamma pass rates. In every case of gamma criteria, the gamma pass rates tended to decrease as the IOA values did increase. However, a correlation between IOA and gamma pass rate under 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm criteria seemed relatively weak, which was understandable. In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} ([a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), we note IOA values were smaller than 1.03 in all of cases used in this study. With such results, it is not unreasonable to estimate that the overall global dose uncertainty was less than 3% in every case.Fig. 5Scatter plots of relationship between the IOA and the gamma pass rate (%) for applying actual clinical VMAT QA cases (i.e., compared calculated with measured data): for 30 head & neck cases along (**a**) the global and (**b**) the local normalizations, and 30 prostate cases along (**c**) the global and (**d**) the local normalizations

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

The proposed single index method is quite simple and intuitively easy to implement as an additional tool in IMRT QA for evaluating differences between planned and measured dose distribution. The proposed index system is fully based on point-by-point comparison and deals with dose difference directly. In fact, the quantity that is directly relevant to clinical outcome is 'dose' thus, spatial uncertainty itself (e.g., DTA) is incomplete to provide direct information necessary and it needs to be converted to 'dose uncertainty' to be more meaningful. Therefore, any approach including the gamma method that utilizes spatial information directly without conversion to dose information is subject to such limitation. The proposed IOA, IOH, and IOC are not intended to replace the existing gamma evaluation methods. However, it would be useful to estimate a range of index values which is reasonably acceptable in common practice. In case of global normalization, it was found in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} ([a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) that most cases (i.e., 57 out of 60) having the IOA value of less than 1.025 showed 90% or higher pass rate under the 2%/2 mm global gamma test. Based on such observation, the value of 1.025 could be a good reference. Note, in principle, 1.025 implies that the overall dose difference of a plan is about 2.5%. Considering the definition (i.e., index of achievement), it would make more sense to use local normalization only in IOA calculation. However, it is common to use global normalization in IMRT QA thus, we included global normalization as well. Therefore, using the IOA, it is possible to figure out dose difference either absolutely based on a reference value or relatively by each point.

For qualitative assessment of IMRT QA, the pass rate based gamma evaluation method has been widely adopted as an essential technique in clinical practice and its application has been expanded from simple 2-D to 3-D and even to 4-D \[[@CR17]--[@CR24]\]. Recently, however, several publications have been made to report limitations of the gamma method \[[@CR10], [@CR25]--[@CR32]\]. As illustrated in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, for example, it does suffer from lack of the ability of finely differentiating plans in terms of their quality depending on how the acceptance criterion is chosen. In comparison of the results between two model dose distributions, A with less steep penumbra and B with steeper penumbra, while it was possible to tell the difference between them using the index system by observing that relatively large difference of IOA values existed in B, it was not easy to do using the gamma method because the gamma pass rates were same in many situations. Similar behavior can be observed in Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The scatter plots basically do not take a continuous trend from IOA = 1.0. Instead, they initially have points having a 100% pass rate until certain IOA value specific to given DD/DTA tolerance criterion then suddenly show points at lower pass rates and take continuous trend from there. Obviously, such non-continuous regions are range where the gamma method is insensitive for finely discerning QA results. Regardless of what the DD/DTA criterion is used, the index system provides the same values of IOA, IOH and IOC. In addition, those values are proportional to the amount of errors. In Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, in addition, the IOA not only showed relatively robust correlations with the gamma pass rates in certain range but also illustrated the possibility that it could complement the inexplicable part by the pass rate of the gamma analysis. Therefore, we believe the proposed index system can add value to the current gamma method by providing information that is often lost due to the acceptance criteria approach.

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the average rank maps of QA results based on the (a) gamma pass rate under the criterion of 3%/3 mm, (b) IOA, (c) IOH and (d) IOC from all of head and neck cases. As described above, the gamma method obtained 100% pass rate in 28 out of 48 situations and was subject to insensitivity of QA result evaluation (since 28 cases got ranked with '1' and were not distinguishable). However, the values of indices were more sensitive and enabled putting ranks in more detailed steps. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows ranking profiles measured along the '0 mm' displacement line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} ([a-d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As can be expected easily, the IOH and IOC values provided rank maps properly in terms of overdose (i.e., hotness) and underdose (i.e., coldness), respectively. In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, it is worth to note that the values of rank vary more abruptly following the y-axis (i.e., the axis of intended spatial error) than x-axis (i.e., the axis of intended dose error). This trend indicates that spatial displacement has more impact on QA result than dose perturbation in the case studied. However, in general, such difference of importance is often not fairly taken into account in gamma method. When a DD/DTA criterion is chosen of 2%/2 mm, for example, regardless of their true importance both 1% dose error and 1 mm spatial error are considered to be same in their contribution to gamma value calculation by the definition of gamma. This, we believe, is the most serious limitation of the gamma method and the proposed index system in this study is able to compensate it to certain extent.Fig. 6Example of rank maps for all of head and neck cases: (**a**) 3%/3 mm gamma evaluation, (**b**) IOA, (**c**) IOH, and (**d**) IOC for the global normalization. It consists of average rank from QA results with regard to each amount of dose difference from − 3 to + 3% by 1% intervals along lateral axis and/or spatial displacement by 1 mm intervals along longitudinal axis. Note that no change of levels among results indicates insensitivity, which means undistinguishable which plan is betterFig. 7Line profiles measured along the non-displacement results in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (i.e., '0 mm')

Recently, Steers et al. reported that the optimal acceptance criterion in arbitrary situations is closely related with the selected dose threshold in a gamma analysis \[[@CR33]\]. Thus, it would be useful to systematically investigate characteristics of the proposed indices according to the level of dose threshold in addition to other variables such as acceptance criteria, dose distribution grid size and interpolation method.

A collapsed dose matrix is obtained in the case of Portal Dosimetry-based QA for VMAT. Obviously, such collapsed dose matrix is not able to mimic actual dose delivery and it cannot be considered 'real'. However, it is a limitation of current Portal Dosimetry-based QA method in terms of 'what to evaluate' but not for 'how to evaluate'. In other words, the proposed method is rather about 'how to evaluate' than 'what to evaluate' and the proposed method has nothing to do with which QA technique is used. From the view of index calculation, for instance, there is no difference between a realistic static-beam dose matrix and a collapsed dose matrix.

Conclusions {#Sec12}
===========

We have proposed adding an index system to the current IMRT QA process for better understanding the result of IMRT QA and performed a systematic simulation study to evaluate the feasibility of the method proposed. The simulation study containing both hypothetical 1-D and clinical 2-D dose distributions demonstrated that the method was able to provide indices that were independent of acceptance criteria and enabled evaluating the matching quality of each plan with measurement.

Based on the findings, independency on acceptance criteria of the method will also help making clear communications among readers of published articles and researchers in multi-institutional studies. We believe this method can compensate some of limitations of the gamma-based QA method by providing valuable information that is often lost in the current approach.
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